DELINEATION PLACEMENT

**MAINLINE**

- **Sルド**
- **Sルド**
  - **CONCRETE MEDIAN BARRIER OR W-BEAM BARRIER**

**POST MOUNTED DELINEATOR**

**SHLD**

**BARRIER WALL / W-BEAM MOUNTED MARKER (YELLOW)**

**BARRIER WALL / W-BEAM MOUNTED MARKER (WHITE)**

**POST MOUNTED DELINEATOR**

---

**TYPICAL SPACING FOR POST MOUNTED DELINEATORS**

**MAINLINE - 264’**

ACCEL/DECEL AND C/D/ ROADS - 100’ (DOUBLE DELINEATORS) REFER TO STD. MD 665.05

RAMPs - REFER TO STD. MD 665.06

---

**TYPICAL SPACING FOR PERMANENT BARRIER WALL MOUNTED MARKERS**

(for all barrier walls within 15’ of the travel lane)

**MAINLINE - 100’**

**NOTE** Spacing should be reduced to 75’ in curves with a radius less than 1000’ and 50’ in curves with a radius less than 300’.

ACCEL/DECEL AND C/D/ ROADS - 100’ (DOUBLE DELINEATORS) REFER TO STD. MD 665.05

RAMPs - REFER TO STD. MD 665.06

---

**TYPICAL SPACING FOR W-BEAM MOUNTED DELINEATORS**

(for all W-beam barriers within 6’ of the shoulder)

**MAINLINE - 100’**

**NOTE** Spacing should be reduced to 50’ in curves with a radius less than 1000’ and in tangent sections less than 500’ in length.

ACCEL/DECEL AND C/D/ ROADS - 100’ (DOUBLE DELINEATORS) REFER TO STD. MD 665.05

RAMPs - REFER TO STD. MD 665.06

---

**NOTE**

Delineators located within 50’ of a utility should be installed at the utility and combined with the appropriate UIM(s).